Dave’s Blarg!
2012-Feb-01 though 2012-Feb-03

Hola! We got our schedule for the year today! I got really excited to send it
out to my ….. and then I realized that this is like the first year in ever that I
don’t have a significant other to send it out to, so I’m sending it to everyone :)
http://tinyurl.com/DaveSched2012
So if you’re wondering where I’m at, that’s about it :)
I’m kind of excited, I’ve even got a few cruises on the arctic ice breaker the
Healy, so I get to fly in and out of Remoteville, Alaska. :D
So yeah, here we are in the Caribbean :D

No pyrates :( Not even on the google earths :(

Not a bad place to unwind after dinner :)

There are some nice views out here though :)

There were more colors in the clouds. My
eyeballs could see them, but the ruggedized waterproof camera seems to have
stuck with white

We’ve been trailing some tuna lines but
we didn’t get anything today :(

Good Times, Good Times :)

Right there! (Don’t look *too* close or
you’ll see the hose clamps holding it to the
rail and the sawed off pipe where it used to
attach to the bulkhead in the winch room :D

So how about a tour of the webcam :D
It’s up there!

The picture gets captured by this laptop, the
yellow cable connects it to the camera and
the software saves the images through a
wireless connection to a server that moves
data off of the ship :) Remind me to tie that
thing down, people from all over the country are (according to their emails) watching
us go, and I keep forgetting to tie that poor
guy to something… He doesn’t even have a
chunk of no-skid under him :p dear dear :p

The obligatory ‘picture of a guy taking a
picture’ :D

So with all the super business out here I’ve gotten around to a few odds and
ends…… I tied up the treadmill a little bit better:

This is what *was* holding the treadmill in place, a
well worn bungee with an approximate tensile
strength of one hard glare...

And finally found the broken wyres :D

This is a doubled length of Samson Amsteel Blue (~5/16”) with an average breaking strength of 13,700# :D

Hmmmm...

Click!!!1!

Vroommmmmm!!!

This thing goes 10MPH and the slider is
*really* slidey… If I don’t come back, this is
what happened to me…..
(and none of this should be in any way construed to infer that I actually
*used* the thing :p )

Some of these connectors can be tricky, like this
little fella, you solder on the plug *after* you
put the rubber boot on the cable. *after* putting
the silver thing on… ack!

Other than that there’s been a lot of cable
running, and cable making. There are a
lot of existing cable runs on this ship and
we have been making adaptors to connect
our equipment to the existing installations.
There we go, rubber boot, silver thing, soldered
plug on, *after* putting on black tube section!
Ack! Not again!!!

Instructions v 2.0, *carefully* cut tube section in
half to wrap around wyres after soldering connector on :D

Then assemble connector to cover electrical
taped section of black tube :D

Our satterlite interbeams had some trouble yesterday. We used the no internet time for a rare period of socialization and actual productivity, then we
fixed it all up :)

Basically these traces show the sat tracking angles form our dish, they *should* be
straight lines, the cone shaped spatters are from times when tracking was lost and the
dish starts an expanding square search pattern. The traces should be straight lines…
It takes the pipes about a minute to reestablish, so what this graph is saying is that we
have working pipes for about 3 minutes out of every nine…..

So yeah, we got the interbeams sorted out, so I got down to business (did I
mention that we’ve pretty much installed everything that we can out
here :p ) I set a Me record for getting my taxes in early :D

Boom! That’s right!! Nearly a seven hundred Dolla return!! Wooot! (This is the first year in
the last three that I haven’t had to pay in! So yeah, *almost* seven hundred, well, minus the $43
for the state, well, Minus the filing fee, minus the turbotax fee, hmmm, well I can still buy a
*few* cheeseburgers :p [side note, this took *Forever* on the slow pipes!]

I looked up the cell phone rates for Panama
(There’s a good chance that I might not do a
lot of calling down here….)
The page said that *getting* texts only costs
$0.05, even though *sending* costs $0.50….

And I even got a blarg from some friends
who have a *lot* more open space than I do :D

*Speaking* of my extra tax return, these guys totally talked me in to chipping in
for this thing, even though I’m waaaayyyy out here… Hmmmmm, I’m going to
start eating *lots* extra, just so I can get extra bounce out of it when I get back :D

But yeah, it’s been a good chance to catch up on a few things :)

This was above 200 a week ago, and marks the first time I’ve seen the
bottom of my inbox in probably more than a year. This blargs survey
question: how many emails do *you* have in your inbox :D

We’ve seriously gotten a *Ton* of work done though, we’ve gone from almost *no* sensors hooked up :

NaN is technically not nothing, it’s just “Not a Number” so I suppose the wind speed in here *could* be
Zeta, not that that would be helpful….

To all the data, all the time :D

Woot! Data acquisition Front Page!!! Data
Everywhere!! The ‘run index’ means that the
front page generating code has looped 400,433
times without a fault :D

Hokay, so we’re nearly to the Panama Canal, here’s the breakdown:
Saturday the 4th (Times in Eastern, subtract 3 if you are on the west coast):
0600 - Anchor outside of Colon
~1200-1300 (I think) - Inspectors and line handlers come aboard
~1530 - We enter the north side of the ditch. There are three locks ‘up’,
then we go across a lake and then there are three locks ‘down’
We will be tying up in Balboa, Panama to take on fuel at around 0300-0400
on the 5th, and hopefully staying there for a 24hour ‘liberty’ :D
You can watch the trip on our webcam, or on the panama canal webcams :D
I’ll post the address in the email :D
Don’t Bounce into any powerlines everyone!!! - Dave
dave@ogormanfamily.com — dave.ogormanfamily.com

